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(a) Grant Number OEG-1060068255-0507

(b) "The Development and Testing of Instruments and Procedures for a
study of Student Selection Practices in Technical Education Programs"

(c) Investigator - George Whitney - Professor of Engineering Technologies
Alfred University

(d) Institution - American Technical Education Association, Inc.

(e) Duration - February 14, 1966 - July l+, 1966

(f) Objective . The objective of this project was to develop suitable
procedures and appropriate interview forms and data collecting
instruments for use at a later date in a large-scale study of student
selection practices, admission policies, and follow-up activities
of some forty selected technical education institutions, with a
view to identifying current practices that are effective in insuring
the education of all prospective technical education students to
the maximum of their potential, including educationally or socially
deprived youth as well as well-prepared students of high ability.

(g) Procedures - 1. The project director and project consultants
developed appropriate procedures and instruments on a tentative basis.

2. The principal investigator and research assistant tested the
tentative procedures and instruments by actually trying them out
in five selected post - secondary technical education institutions.
Careful records were compiled regarding the effectiveness of the
procedures and of the individual items in each instrument. The
materials were tested by writing out a report with preliminary
hypotheses of what might be found in the larger study if the pilot
study were indicative of general conditions. This provided a
test of the adequacy of the instruments for drawing the kind of
conclusions desired.

3. The project staff and the project consultants revised and
refined the procedures instruments on the basis of experience
gained in Step No. 2 above.



4. The final version of the procedures and instruments was
prepared*

5. This final report was produced in multiple copies. The final
report; (a) summarizes the findings in the five pilot institutions
involved in this project and (b) presents the refined procedures
and instruments recommended for later use in a large scale study
of forty or more technical education institutions.

flemalts aillSsualuziana
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While only one institution visited had a comprehensive system of
reporting and control that appealed to the interviewing staff as reasonably
comp7.ete in following the progress of the indivieuall all had specific
operations that seemed to contribute to the maintenance of quality. None
had a comprehensive system of institutional self-evaluation, Among the
useful practices were:

1. Special curriculums for persons with inadequate prior education.

2. Sr;ecific efforts to help students overcome areas of weakness.

3* in-snrvirte training for teachers.

4$ Personality ratings by high school staff for pupils to be
considered for admission.

5# Careful ratings by teachers and work supervisors involving
work habits and attitudes

6, Extensive counseling to help students select proper programs.

7 Falov -up on graduates to establish kind of job and success
in filling it.

Placement service to insure that all graeuates get jobs.

9. Comparison of characteristics of students with success in

school programs.

10. Frequency distribution review of grades given to identify
weak spots in curriculum or teaching staffs

11. Lateral transfers from curriculum to curriculum within an
institution to help students find a program they like and
in which they do good work.
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1. The selection process must be considered in relation to the

program. There is no value in admitting students unless the
admitting institution has a program suitable for them as

individuals as well as aimed at their goal.

2. Curriculums must be designed for types of persons as well as

for job clusters. The pre-technical course discussed in prior

sections of this report is an illustration of a course designed

for certain types of individuals with certain goals.

The selection process cannot be satisfactorily judged until

objective standards of educational success have been

established. At present no one knows what kinds of marginal

students can be helped or what the maximum capacity of a

student might be.

The selection process must consider the needs of the whole

group. From the soci^1 point of view, an institution has

not established the soundness of its admission policy by

showing that everyone admitted succeeded. It also has to

show that everyone who might logically have applied and was
capable of doing the work was admitted.

The establishment of objective standards will require the

maintenance and analysis of longitudinal record files. The

essence of quality measurement in these institutions is in

relating guidance decisions with results and this can only

be done by following the individual over a period of years

through the whole process of admission, education and early

job experience.

Danazal.gammentfi

The most serious difficulty in the selection procers from the view

point of this study appears to be the limited concept of institutional

responsibility of making a success of the student who comes to them, Many

merely select the ones that seem to be obviously suited to their programs.

Others, the open admission type, consider that they have met their responsi-

bility when they have admitted the student and the student adjusts to their

offering or drops out. None of the schools visited had a continuous program

of determining why drop-outs occurred or what their characteristics were.

In one school visited there was a general effort to open alternative routes

specifically designed for the identified needs of particular students or

kinds of students and in two others there were limited alternates.



All of the schools probably have programs that are used successfully
for 'meting particular problems. The schools with a Pre-tectnical program
or corrective courses illustrate this. These are excellent as far as they
go and represent a most commendable alertness on the part of the administra-
tors in seeing a need and meeting it. However, the recognized needs appear
to be only a few of the needs. The basic need is for a system of responsi-
bility that will result in statistical analysis of the school operations so
that all the needs will be observed and met. To do this, records must be
kept of what haopens to different kinds of students as they proceed through
the technical programs. The policies of the counselors must be checked
against the realities of who succeeds and who fails. The failures must all
be studied to establish the cause of failure and reviewed to see if the
cause is an invariate that cannot be modified. If an aejustment is possible,
the technique of the adjustment must be worked out.

One school acting alone can seldom determine the ultimate possibility
inherent in each type of pupil because the various potentials will only show
them elves in different eraironments. If expectancies could be worked out
in a cooperative program among a group of schools there would be au increasing
possibility of getting effective action at the school level. The A> I'.E.k.
proposes to help in this cooperation or coordination.

The above discussion goes a long way on a weak foundation-observation
of five schools. The discussion is only valid if the five schools are
representative of all schools. The purpose in carrying the analysis so far
on a pilot base is to show the nature of the evidence and the conclusions
that can be drawn in a larger study. In other words, to show that the pilot
study has demonstrated the need for a larger study and has demonstrated
the soundness of the plan and instruments that have been developed.
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The objective of this project was to develop suitable procedures and
'appropriate interview forms and data collecting instruments for use at a
later date in a large-scale study of the student selection practices,
admission policies and follow-up activities of some sixty selected technical
education institutions. The purpose of the interviews was to identify curren
practices that are effective in insuring the education of all prospective
technical education students to the maximum of their potential, including
educationally or socially deprived youth as well as well-prepared student:,
of high ability.

The_Emagiugl: The institutions to be visited were selected on the basis of
the judgement of the staff and the published statemmts of the institutions.
The goal was to find schools that were giving more than average attention to
quality, particularly to making good use of the ability of the students
applying to them. The staff, after visiting the schools felt that the
selection had been satisfactory. The schools visited had special practices
that merited attention. An improvement in the process of selecting schools
is planned for the larger study, namely, to send a short questionnaire to
all the schools offering occupational programs to identify those that believe
they have unusual methods of improving the qualify of their operations.
This will give considerably more information on the location of special
methods and should insure that the large study will cover all institutions
with a potential contribution to the study. (The proposed questionnaire
is shown in Appendix B).

The interviews were developed to induce the various :%:ey officials,
president, deans, curriculum planners, department chairmen, and guidance
director, to comment on the phases of the school's activity critical to the
selection process and curriculum planning. In the view of the staff, the
instruments were successful. The findingq given later in this report, whist
were secured by the instruments, raise a number of important hypotheses
concerning the underlying problems of selection and curriculum planning in
the technical training programs to be explored in the main project. Some
of the hypotheses, if supported by more evidence, would indicate a need for
changes in organization and integration of the school operations. The
potential significance of the suggested hypotheses substantiates the survey
staff's belief that the instruments were effective.

Itag.IaLttugjata

The instruments in this survey study consist of a series of partially
structured interviews with the president, the person in charge of curriculum
in some cases, department chairmen and thy.; guidance director, plus a very
simple form to which some sample pupil records can be transferred and viewed
graphically. This form provides a method of testing the possibility of
securing the needed inter-relationships of pupil characteristics, curriculum
rand job from the records maintained. In many cases, this last form was not
needed as it was possible to Xerox the pupil record folder. The instruments
are shown in Appendix A.
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The final test of the instruments is whether they produced a vivid
picture of what is actual y going on in the institutionF. 1.1. subsequent

section of this report will deal with the conclusions cne could draw from the
pilot study visits to the five institutions if one could assume that they were

representative of the universe.

At the intermediate level of testing, the individual items were reviewed

to see if they contributed anything or if they irritated the interviewees.
In general, the process was well received and seemed to stimulate some of the
interviewees so that they made notes for their own action. A. few questi-ns

seemed to make some of the interviegeer uneasy or impatient. These were
eliminated where possible, a2thou3h in some cases these dealt with a basic
Oifficulty of the inctitution and the 13.patience may have been discomfort
rather than a feeling that the question was irrevelant or unneeded. In these

latter cases the questions were xetained. Since the interview outlines were
used for note taking, the questions ware respaced to provide the extra room
for notes.

ThP Finding-A

The following comments apply to tte five institutions visited, sample
of five is too small to be representative of the total group. The analysis
of the pilot study groqp does rhow the :cind of information to be reported in
the main study and each tentative conclusion drawn here constitutes a
hypothesis to be te:,ted fn the larger study.

The purposes of tae Institutions %ary Adely. Some institutions are
essentially opportunity schools. Others haze identified specific jobs that

need to be filled and have set up progiams tor training persons for the jobs.
In one sense the opportunity school might be classified as fundamentally
designed to meet proilems of the s;uderit and the others, job or industry
oriented, in that they are providing 'what industry needs. Actually such a
classification is perhaps as confusing as it is superficially correct. The

needs of the student and the needs of industry in many ways interlock so that

what is good for one is good for the other. When cne talks with the leaders
of all these schools one finds a real interest in both sides of the duality.
In other words, practice tends to coincide where apparent purpose seems quite.

diverse. All of the schools are conscious of the absolute necessity of
providing graduates capable of doing the required job. If they fail in this
the school is a failure. Similarly all the schools are conscious of the nced

to serve the students. If nc students come, the school is a failure.

The point at which some of the schools fail to attain the quality level
scught in this study is that they do not recognize all the important ways that
istudents vary. They tend to discard those that do not fit in their program.
The discarding operation in some schools is refusal of admission and in others
lailure after admissicn. By setting up programs suitable for more kinds of

Ipeople, the success ratio can probably be raised. There are, of course, some
pupils who are incapable of technician level work. One school visited operate.
Several trade and semi-skill programs as well as technical programs. This
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school attempts to serve all students who are admitted to their several
(technical programs. A lot cf ddmitional work needs to be done in attempting
,salvage before an institution can properly label the existing discards as
inevitable.

The implied hypothesis here is that many students now dropping out of
technician programs or not even attempting to take the programs because of
refusal of admission by a restricted admission institution or inability to
perform required work in an open admission institution could successfully
complete such programs if an organized attempt were made to identify their
individual difficulties and find "crutches" to offset the individual diffi-
culties. Two of the five schools are offer.ng pre-technical programs which
support this contention. A third school is convinced of the truth of this
hypothesis and with grant support is organizing a comprehensive test of the
idea. The main study for which this is the pilot is designed to establish
stronger evidence which will prove or disprove this hypothesis by increasing
the number and variety of institutions visited and possibly finding some
institutions that are getting results by adopting this policy. It is
certain to establish the extent to which this hypothesis is accepted for
policy making and the extent of the needed development work if the hypothesis
is correct. The sample of five schools in the pilot study wouldp indicate
that few institutions, if any, are fully responding to the implied require-
meats of this hypothesis. .

The full implementation of this idea requires a comprehensive institu-
tion offering a series of programs for each occupational goal so that a
student could readily transfer into the program he needed for his special
limitations or handicaps. Such an institution would probably be so large as
to be administratively top-heavy. In actual practice because of the
difficulties of operating very large institutions the problem presumably
must be met by cooperation among separate schools rather than by the crea-
tion of .3xtremely large schools. The main study 'would seek indications of
innovative policies leading to needed solutions. One obvious solution is
a regional clearing house where specialists familiar with the total resourcef
of the region could refer students to institutions particularly adjusted to
theAr needs.

.L.t certain simple levels such an operation is already functioning in
au informal manner. For instance, one of the institutions visited was
pending a particularly well qualifed student to another institution, in the
sample of five where the student could get exactly what she wanted. All
the two-year institutions apparently try to help qualified students go on
for aovanced work in four-year institutions but this is on the basis of the
limited knowledge concerning four-year institutions, available in the
sending institution. The lateral transfer between two-year institutions
has not been developed appreciably if.the sample of five in this study is
at all indicative of the universe.

The main study should also provide"clementary information on the
i'variability of curriculums from institution to institution. Are the
lcurriculums in each institution replicas of one another or are some making
Innovations that increase the probability of success with certain types of
individuals?



The survey, of which this study is a pilot, can only make a beginning on
exploring this problem. special follow-up survey in greater depth would
be logical in the institutions where this survey found some indiciations of
significant variation in curriculums. This could then be followed by the
proposed intensive development of administrative operating reports showing
the proportion of particular type persons successful in each program.

The ultimate innovative outcomes of this hypothesis might be:

1. regional system of lateral transfers to place dis-
advantaged individuals into the training program that
would be most likely to motivate them and provide them
with the help they needed.

The encouragement of differentiation among the institu-
tions of a region so that each institution would have
a somewhat special character based on the aptitudes and
interest of the staff and the needs of particular kinds
of students.

The development of a system of administrative reports
that would show the proportion of each type of student
succeeding in each curriculum.

Thus, many of the benefits of a large scale training institution could be
obtained while retaining the benefits of small units and decentralization.

The five institutions visited in the pilot study represented consider-
able differentiatthn in purpose and structure, Two had limited number of
programs with a restrictive admission policy which endeavored to limit
admissions to those who would succeed. .Two were large open admission schools
available to everyone with a high school education. Special technical
programs had pre-requisites which paralleled the restrictions of the
limited admission institutions. The outstanding characteristic of the open-
admission schools was the existence of extensive night school courses to
which an ambitious person, not able to maintain technical course standing,
could turn. The difficulty with these programs seemed to be that night
school courses did not meet the desire of the applicants for college training.
It lacked motivational force and many students just gave up.

The remaining, or fifth institution in the pilot study, had a restrictive
admission policy but on a different basis. It had a relatively broad program
so that an admitted student could choose among many curriculums. Its restric-
tion on admission was more by the general ability of the student rather than
by his probable ability to perform in a specific curriculum. Once having
accepted the student, he was transferred laterally into what seemed his
optimum program and was shunted into supplemental programs to overcome
weaknesses as they became apparent; For the students admitted, this institu-
tion seemed to be accepting the responsibility that society appears to need
in the present day world of great demand for technicians.
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In the pilot study sample of five the success of the implementation of
the apparent purpose of the institutions was variable. The limited evidence
suggests the hypothesis that where the institutions have the limited goal of
ttraining as many people as they have space for, for specific occupations,
they are succeeding quite well but that where the goal of the institutions
Is to provide suitable occupational training for all high school graduates
!there are obvious deficiencies. The main study is designed to check this
hypothesis.

The deficien ies center around the failure of the schools to explore the
effect of curriculum variations on success or failure in programs for
'particular kinds of individuals. Perhaps a restatement of the hypothesis
yill make the difficulty clear. Another way of stating the hypothesis is
that to the extent that the purpose of technical education is to train
technicians from the best available candidates the present organization and
techniques are reasonably adequate but that to the extent that the purpose
of technical education is to obtain the highest technical .functional level
possible from the candidates seeking an education, the present organization
and techniques are probably inadequate. In other words, the present insti-
tutions do design suitable training programs for selected occupational goals
and turn out a quality product that meets the needs of industry. In four
out of the five institutions visited, the assumption seemed to be that there
was a curriculum for a job-cluster and that those who could not perform in
that curriculum were not suited to the goal. This appears to be an over-
simplification of the complex of interacting forces that create suitability
of an individual to a job. For instance, it largely ignores the important
part that motivation plays in modifying an individual's ability to fit in
a particular niche.

All of the schools had application blanks and required some transcript
of high school records. In the selective schools more attention was given
to teacher grades, college boards and aptitude tests than in the non-selective
schools. The pre-admission data was apparently used in the selective schools
to guard against admitting incompetent people. In the non-selective schools
It was used for counseling the prospective student on the merits of different
programs for his need. Only one school had a comprehensive study relating
student characteristics to success in the courses. None of the schools had
comprehensive studies relating degree of success on the job to success in
chool or characteristics of the applicant with degree of success on the job.
here is, of course, a good deal of observation by the various administrators
f the interrelationships of these factors but the point is that this is not

done in a scientific or rigorous manner. All of the schools were successfully
lacing their graduates but this has limited meaning in a tight labor market,
oreover, all these schools had been selected as schools with good reputations

J. or successful training and placement.

The response to our question in the interview "How have you objectively
stablished that these factors correctly identify the persons applying in
arms of your stated purpose' were usually that they did not have an objective
ethod. They thought it did, based on general observations. In one curricu-
um in one school the person in charge of the curriculum had identified the
ersons admitted by their apparent suitability to the curriculum. Among
hose he considered of doubtful suitability, fifty percent ultimately
ucceeded on the job. Of those he considered suitable the success proportion



was sixty percent. The difference is rather small and the fact that fifty
percent of those considered not suitable succeeded certainly suggests that
a great many capable people would be excluded if the ideas on suitability
were enforced. The need for more information of this type is acute. One
school with a computer program for identifying student needs and providing
programmed learning to meet them, should proVide much of this needed in-
formation when its program has been in operation longer,

The problem of achieving suitable homogeneity in instructional groups
was approached by asking the question;

"Does your selection proceSs result in a sufficiently uniform student
body so that a single curriculum will be suitable to all?" The-answers
in the four schools with somewhat standard programs generally were that
there was little information available and that they had only one curriculum
for an occupational goal, ii. pupil could shift to another goal with an easier
curriculum but if he does not want to change goals, the slow student in a
!tough curriculum is just expectedtq work harder. There are special courses
to correct evident weaknesses in two of the schools but these do not appear
to be really integrated into the regular program. There does not appear to
be a system of allowing the slow student to take an extra semester or year
to complete a two -year program except by the clumsy process of failure and
repeating a course, The general answer seems to be that the admissions
policies do not achieve the needed homogeneity and that this may be an
important factor in the substantial attrition rates, particularly yrin the
open-admission schools. The administrators in the institutions all felt
that thy`' were achieving adequate homogeneity bdt they had no satisfactory
objective evidence to prove it.

When the question was asked:

"What are the characteristics that separate the curriculum groups ",
the answer generally was a vague response. In one case, an unusually
inquisitive curriculum head thought that prior difficulty with algebra was
an indicator of probable trouble in his program. In other words, counselors
are advising students, but little is really known about who can and who
cannot achieve in a±particular field. One large school is making a careful
study of the relationships between the characteristics of applicantS and
their achievement in the program, The findings in this school should be

tstudied to obtain any information that would help other schools. One is
Olard pressed to see how the work of a counselor can improve unless the
institution has a' reporting system- that tells him whether the pupils who
did what he recommended succeeded more frequently than the ones who refused
to take his recommendations,

f -

: In an effort to find what steps are being taken for the persons with
limited prior oppOrtunities (i.e. slum backgrounds or other indications of
deprivation) the following question was asked;
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"Do you identify students who have had limited opportunities for develop-
`ment and make suitable adjustments for them. If you do not consider these
Tersons ytur responsibility, what institutions in your area accept them"?
The responses were generally negative. One school has a special entrance
program designed to bridge the gap between poor experience and average
[experience but at present this problem is largely ignored. The schools with
the "bridge" or "Pre-technical" program are primarily meeting the problem
of the student with a poor academic background rather than poor social or
cultural background. One other school indicated that it gave attention to
this problem, but did not explain how.

isnother question that attempted to explore the extent to which individual
differences are considered was:

"Do you have any special treatment for the student with a generally
satisfactory, but irregular record in high school? i.e. a student with very
good records in some subjects but poor records in others? If you do have a
treatment for these people, does it consist of pushing the areas of strength
or of weakness? Is your goal a balanced individual or an extreme specialist"?
The answers generally were that little attention is given to such items, but
two schools are definitely working to develop all students to their maximum
potential. Two other schools said they tried to strengthen the weak area and
in the sample cases reviewed there was some indication that at least, one was
accomplishing its purpose. This was the same school that had the Pre.
technical program. This groups of irregular performers is quite large and the
variability suggests that many individuals are not working close to their
ability much of the time. If technical institutes are to perform the service
society needs and train individuals to the maximum of the individual's
ability, then these factors must be given attention.

..The Faculty

The faculty is one of the vital factors in the development of the
technical institutes and in establishing the kind of student admitted. If
the individuals are to be developed to their maximums, the faculty must be
selected to match their needs. ifll of the four schools in the pilot project
with approximately standard programs reported that they hired instructors
,kith medium I.Q1's. One might hypothesize that the institutions had found
'the middle I.Q. group to be particularly suitable to technical program
teaching. The students in technical programs are assumed to be of middle
I.Q. stature since the high I.Q. students are presumed to go to a four-year
college. This is an important question and any exceptions to this hypothesis
;found in the larger sample may help in evaluating the soundness of the Appar-
ent hypothesis accepted by these institutions.

Theoretically, the hypothesis does not appear to be sound. It is true
that for some purposes middle I.Q. peoole are particularly suited to teach
ding middle I.Q. people. They can understand the problems of the not-so-
).right better than a high I.Q. person might. On the other hand, the problem
f teaching persons becomes harder the lower the I.Q. A high I.Q, person

frequently learns almost spontaneously while a low I.Q. person has to have
he help of clever teachers. The logical answer seems to be that the

technical institutions need to hire some high I.Q. teachers capable of
pioneering new teach in methods. If all institutions are following this
asy path of hiring i I.Q. persons, th a further explanation of the
mplications of the and techniques sought for
erooming the lied in the practice.
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The recruitment of teaching staff is a problem in most institutions.
In academic subjects, experienced teachers can be recruited from the
secondary schools but inexperienced teachers have to be hired for some
technical subjects. Some of the institutions have in-service training for
new teachers and make frequency distributions of teacher grades to find
teachers who are having difficulty in getting their materials to the students.

Ilmluatutialatl.ftganlatlaa

A general principle of organization is that _if one assigns responsibility
he should arrange for suitable authority. A hypothesis frequently discussed
in technical education is that teaching methods and course content should be
:adjusted to the occupational purpose and to the type of person recruited.
This is generally implemented by having a technically oriented person in
charge of the technical programs. The pilot study has explored this and the
evidence from the five schools suggests that in practice the hypothesis is
'modified to - Iha, Iuatalaal zab:tocU, in technical education should be
adjusted to the occupational purpose and the type of person recruited. The
technical courses are under the control of a technical specialist but non-
technical courses are generally under the control of a department head who
is not a specialist in technology. Thus, English courses are under the
control of specialists in English and the technical personnel cannot enforce
desired changes. If the larger study shows that this condition is general,
a supplementary intensive study of the problem should be undertaken to find
the full significance of the failure to meet the original hypothesis that
the total education should be adjusted to the technical goal and the type
of persons recruited for it.

Another organizational difficulty indicated in the pilot study is in
the area of guidance. The hypothesis under which guidance service is offered
is that persons familiar with the total problem of the individual and well
informed on the alternatives available to him should help him. Toward this
purpose the technical training institutions have guidance counselors who
review the student's background and advise him on initial decisions for his
program. When the student is admitted he is assigned to a faculty advisor.
The surprising point is that most of the schools do not provide a mechanism
by which the counselor service can retain control of the counseling process.
The student is apparently dependent on the ability and interest of his
individual faculty advisor. If the evidence of the larger study shows that
rthis condition is general, further study will be required to find a
'practical solution.

Faculty advisors are given the current marks of the students they are
advising and pupil record files are available in the central files. There
seems to be insufficient organized transmittal of the observations of
faculty advisors to curriculum heads to furnish a factual basis for the
adjustment of the curriculum to the studentsi No systematic flow of this
material goes to the president to stimulate him to action except in the one
institution with a computerized program of analysis*
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The principal me4sure-of student progress in the technical programs is
student grades. The granting of credit is almost wholly dependent on grades.
The feed-back to the student is grades. With grades such an important factor
in the success of the student and the success of the institution, it is
surprising how little attention they receive in most institutions. Three of
the five institutions made frequency distributions of teacher grades by
teachers to see if any teachers were badly out of line. None of the insti-
tutions created expectancy groupr, i.e. students that normally should redeive
high grades and students that would normally get low grades because of prior
demonstrations of ability.

Th(1 .9C t4e tow Iltutim

As already noted, there is considerable attention Elven to the measure-
ment of students. Reasonably definite admission policies are stated and
pupils are graded even if the grades are not uniform in meaning. The reverse
side of this operation is the measurement of the institution by itself for
its own information. In all the institutions visited this type of procedure
was almost absent. Most of them do not recognize that grades are as much a
measure of the institution as of the stUdent. a poor grade may be the fault
of the teacher or of some institutional policy. The judgement of the presi-
dent and faculty as to the institutional quality is largely subjective. No
substantial attention has been given to finding how many well qualified
candidates drop out and why.

Follow-un

Most institutions have a follow-up program with respect to their
graduates. They know that they were placed, that they stayed in the job
for a year or mere and that the jobs utilized their training to some extent.
They do not get much information on the probably weaknesses in the training
program. There is little effort to relate information obtained at time of
entrance with success in. the school or on the job. Each part of the
operation, admission, training and follow-up seems to be in separate compart-
ments with a resulting lack of recognition of basic problems or awareness
of fluctuations in quality.

#

mulam.tat.aualitx.ladimmara

Thus far, this report has confined itself to a description of the
instruments and the reporting of some direct observations and the development
of a few simple hypotheses concerning good practices. Actually what is good
depends on the value system of the person making the judge tent. In order to
clarify the assumptions implied in the comments already made a brief
theoretical discussion seems necessary.
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Selection practices have different purposes in different institutions.
In institutions with a limited curriculum and occupational purpose, selection
should restrict the intake to students able to perform suitably in the
curriculum and able to meet the occupational requirements of the expected
job. Many schools have achieved this purpose. The difficulty in this
pattern of operation is that the easiest method of achieving the result is
to select students that obviously have the necessary qualifications. In a
society with a low technology and limited demand for trained people, the
selection and training of the best and only the best wss logical. With the
development of the computer and other sophisticated automatic machinery the
need for untrained people has declired and the need for trained people has
mounted to the point that the selection process must admit everyone capable
of training rather than just the best. This °hankie in underlying demand of
the society has many ramific9tions and calls for subtle changes in operating
procedures and patterns of thinking in almost all institutions for technical
education. Even the four-year technical institutions will be under pressure
to adjust their curriculum to students, instead of excluding students who
may have difficulty in their curriculums. In the technical institutes the
pressure will be even greater to modify the curriculum to adjust to the
student. So long as the curriculum concepts remain static, the traditional
selection process will be the most efficient and hence adhered to in spite
of the social need for change. Even in the institutions with an open door
policy, some schools have only one level of curriculum for a specific
occupational goal.

10.

Mmlittqatlm 0 Qv If f

Most people wnen they think of modification of a curriculum confuse it
with making it easier or lowering standards. A curriculum can be changed by
lowering standards but one should also keep in mind the possibility of
getting to the same end by different routes. The New York Central Railroad
boasts of its water-level route.. This is claimed to be the best, route in
that it gets to Chicago with a minimum of lifting. The Pennsylvania Railroad
has an equally good route but with different advantages. Similarly one may
train electrical technicians with an immediate emphasis on mathematics and
then practical applications or teach the practical applications, using rules
of thumb, and then give the mathematics and theoretical justification of the
rules of thumb. The individuals trained in either system would be approxi-
mately equivalent when they had .completed their course. For students with
high mathematical ability the most efficient way of organizing the program
probably would be to get the mathematics first but for the person who had
bad trouble with mathematics such a program might result in failure. He
might be able to handle the mathematics after he had seen its results in
practice.



The different routes to the same goal is well illustrated in one of the
five schools visited. This was a school with a restricted admission policy,
i.e. it generally accepted high school graduates above the lowest quarter*
It also had special admission requirements for some of the technical programs.
In order to reduce the number of refusals in the technical programs and to

iinsure that all capable young people had an opportunity, this institution
created a pre-technical program to which it could admit selected persons
who had poor high school records. The school reported that about fifty
percent of those admitted to the pre-technical program did ultimately qualify
for the regular curriculums that they wanted and that of this fifty percent
a high proportion became good students, even honor students.

This is such an important point that an illustration of what happened
to an individual student seems 'worthwhile. The illustration shows that in
some cases the usual patterns of post high school education would result in
the waste of valuable human capacities. John, the student, used as an
illustration, was in the middle third of his class in high school; active in
student government and sport. His schcol grades in English were C or below,
Social Studies, mostly C's, mathematics and science B's, drawing and Art
A's to D's and typing F. His College Entrance Board scores were verbal 4581
and mathematics 448. The letter of acceptance from the technical school milt

"Your high school record indicates that you did not prepare suffici-
ently to enter a college technical curriculum* If you are to be
successful in the Pre-technical program, it will be necessary for
you to work very diligently in the areas of mathematics, science
and English"

John spent a year in the Pre-technical program and qualified for the
technical nrogram. His achievement in the Pre-technical was not brilliant,
however. He got some A's and a B in drawing, one B in English, six C's and
five D's. The D's were mostly in mathematics and physics. This did admit
him conditionally to his desired technical curriculum. He secured one P
(poor achievement) in college algebra and trigonometry in the first term of
the regular program. After that he never got any grade lower than C and In
the last two terms of his course made all A's and B's. On the "Transfer
Record Form" for John sent to the colleges he had selected for getting a
pJachelor's degree in "Mechanical Engineering" the Department chairman checked
p"above average degree of motivation and interest in academic studies" and
'remarked: "This student is maturing at ' very rapid rate. Appears to be
more dynamic than most of his classmates". John followed a different route
than most, but he achieved a high goal. He took an extra year to do it,
however. Three of the five schools had alternative programs for certain
problems. Only one had a general policy of trying to develop suitable
alternatives for all problems.
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Success with the needed selection process requires a relating of stydent
characteristics to success and failure in specific curriculums and then a
relating of success on the job with the various curriculums. This is a
complicated and in some ways a confusing statisticEl job. It requires the
accumulation of longitudinal student records and their careful analysis.
The purpose of the large study of which this is a pilot, is to explore the

iextent to which the technical institutions are conscious of the problem and
where conscious of it, what they are doing to meet it, The instruments are
designed to elicit this information. One institution has given this a great
deal of attention and has an experimental computerize program underway.
A second institution is relating the student characteristics to class room
achievements.

In general, the five institutions visited did aot fully recognize the
extent of the problem. Only two were actively engaged in any phase of the
statistical analysis required. Lai indicatid an interest in the problem
and a desire for more help on it.

Iht wful.nrut1=1.tavai

While only one institution visited had a comprehensive system of
reporting and control that appealed to the interviewing staff as reasonably
complete in following the progress of the individual, all had specific
operations that seemed to contribute to the maintenance of quality. None
had a comprehensive system of institutional self-evaluation. Among the
useful practices were

1. Special curriculums for persons with inadequate prior education.

2. Specific efforts to help students overcome areas of weakness.

3. In-service training for teachers.

4. Personality ratings by high school staff for pupils to be
considered for admission.

5. Careful ratings by teachers and work supervisors involving
work habits and attitudes.

6. Extensive counseling to help students select proper programs.

7. Follow-up on graduates to establish kind of job and success
in filling it.

8. Placement service to insure that all graduates get jobs.



9. Comparison of characteristics of students with success in
school programs,

10. Frequency distribution review of grades given to identify
weak spots in curriculum or teaching staff.

11. Lateral transfers from curriculum to curriculum within an
institution to help students find a program they like and
in which they do good work.

Iiaallnum.a.ULIladainga

1. The selection process must be considered in relation to the
program. There is no value in admitting students unless the
admitting institution has a program suitable for them as
individuals as well as aimed at their goal.

Curriculums must be designedfor :types of persons as well as
for job clusters. The pre-technical course discussed in
prior sections of this report is an illustration of a
course designed for certain types of individuals with
certain goals.

The selection process cannot be satisfactorily judged until
objective standards of educational success have been
established, At present no one knows what kinds of
marginal students can be helped or what the maximum capacity
of a student might be,

4. The selection process must consider the needs of the whole
group. From the social point .of view, an institution has
not established the soundness of, its adwission policy by
showing that everyone admitted succeeded. It also has to
show that everyone who might logically have applied and
was capable of doing the work was admitted.

The establishment of objective standards will require the
maintenance and analysis of longitudinal record files. The
essence of quality measurement in these institutions is in
relating guidance decisions with results and this can only
be done by following the individual over a period of years
through the whole process of admission, education and
early job experience.

The most serious difficulty in the selection process from the view
point of this study appears to be the limited concept of institutional
responsibility generally held by the colleges. Few institutions seem to



Ifully accpet the responsibility of making a success of the student who comes
to them, Many merely select the ones that seem to be obviously suited to

their programs. Others, the open admission type, consider that they have
et their responsibility when they have admitted the student and the student

adjusts to their offering or drops out. None of the schools visited had a
continuous program of determining why drop-outs occurred or what their
characteristics were. In one school visited there was a general effort to
open alternative routes specifically designed for the identified needs of
particular students or kinds of students and in two others there were
limited alternatives.

All of the schools probably have programs that are used successfully
for meeting particular problems. The schools with a Pre-technical program
or corrective courses illustrate this. These are excellent as far as they
go and represent a most commendable alertness on the part of the administra-
torn in seeing a need and meeting it. Eowever, the recognized needs appear
to be only a few of the needs. The basic need is for a system of responsi-
bility that will result in statistical analysis of the school operations so
that all the needs will be observed and met. To do this, records must be
kept of what happens to different kinds of students as they proceed through
the technical programs. The policies of the counselors must be checked
against the realities of who succeeds end who fails. The failures must all
be studied to establish the cause of failure and reviewed to, see if the
`cause is an invariate that cannot be modified. If an adjustdent.is possible,
the technique of the adjustment must be worked out.

One school acting alone can seldom determine the ultimate possibility
inherent in each type of pupil because the various potentials will only
show themselves in different environments* If expectancies could be worked
out in a cooperative program among a group of c,chools there would'be an
increasing possibility of getting effective action et the school level.
The A,T,E.A. proposes to help in this cooperation or coordination.

The above discussion goes a long way on a weak foundation-observation
of five schools« The discussion is only valid if the five schools are
representative of all schools. The purpose in carrying the analysis so Zar

on a pilot base is to show the nature of the evidence and the conclusions

that can be drawn in a larger study. In other words, to show that the pilot

study has demonstrated the need for a larger study and has demonstrated
the soundness of the plan and instruments that have been developed,
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To establish the purpose of the institution*

To determine the way the purpose is translated into a selection process for
Ldmission,

To determine the way the selection-planning process really operates.

To determine how the characteristics of the selected students are re-
:ognized in the curriculums of the institution.

To determine how the institutim selected the curriculums to be offered.

To determine how the-Cofitent of each curriculum was arrived at.

7. To determine if more than one level of instruction is available in each
)ccupational area.

3. To determine the principles of organization assumed in implementing the
:urriculum.

). To determine the types of personnel desired to perform the job.

W. To determine the types of personnel actually secured.

Ll. To identify the principles of grading used in rating student achievement
(grading is the usual device used for determining the success and failure of
rtudents).

12. To explore 'the ways in which the institution uses grades or other measures
(tests, etc.) to ascertain the quality of work being done by the institutionk

13. To explore the criteria of reAdiness of the student to undertake the
work for which Bo is being trained. (How does the institution arrive at
placement recommendations) ?

1.14.. To explore the follow-up techniques used to determine the degree of
success the institution has had in its training program,

L5. To explore the devices, (reports, classifications etc. used to relate
Success of individuals on the job with their characteristics as identified at
the time of admission and the characteristics of their treatment while in
We institution:
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Name.

Address

admission policy

Restricted

Open to all

Effective occupational

Other

Please explain

Proportion of applioants admitted:

......111411110

.1101111MIPINIM1100.

Proportion of those admitted trained

training for all

0.-25%
26.. 50

0.111101111111

51 - 75 .....
76 - 100

for a suitable 1,2bs

0 - 25%

26 - 50

51 - 75
76 - 100

Special programs to assist those.having difficulty. List briefly.

6. Would you WS:Ming to have your school visited by a team of two
investigators- for two days'

Yes
No 111111001.111111

In what occupational areas do you offer curriculums related to:

(1) engineering (3) agriculture

(2) health (4) business

(5) home. economics
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Do you have a written statement of the purpose of your institution that
e could use in interpreting your records? Could we have a copy?

a) Does your purpose imply a responsibility to offer training to all
persons capable of benefiting or to a limited number of the best
persons applying?

If your purpose is to offer training to the best persons applying,
do you have a cut-off point below which you will close up shop
before you will accept lower qualifications?

c) If your purpose calls for training all who can benefit how do you
classify persons applying, into groups for which you will develop
suitable curriculums?

Having developed a curriculum, how do you objectively measure its
suitability and effectiveness for the group for which it was designed?

It is the accepted pattern today for secondary school pupils of middle
income families to take the college preparatory course if they are
capable of it.

Does your institution attract the high ability group from the college
preparatory course?

.

Does it attract the middle group?

The low group?

Does your program actually result in training people suited to jobs
they are trained for or do you train people whose ability is too low
to be effective in the field in which they prepared.

If the answer is yes to attracting high ability students, can your
students go on to get baccalaureate degrees without serious loss
of time?

How do you translate your purpose into an admissions policy?

a) What are the major items of information that you use in determin-
ing whom you will admit?

) How have you objectively established that these factors correctly
identify the persons applying in terms of your stated purpose?

c) Does your selection process result in a sufficiently uniform
student body within a curriculum so that a single curriculum
will be suitable to all wanting that kind of training?
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3, Can you outline the process of admitting a student to show how the plan
actually works?

a) Do you get the high school record?

b) Do you accept the grades listed or do you have some device for adjust-
ing for variations in high school grading practices?

c) Do you give special at thission tests or do you use college boards?

d) Do you make an effort to identify the poor test taker, i.e. the peraon
that one cannot measure in terms of the institutional purpose, by a
test?

(poor test results can result from poor reading, emotional blocks,
etc., as well as lack of ability).

e) How do you measure personality and other non-academic qualifications?

f) Do you identify students who have had limited opportunities for develop-
ment and make suitable adjustmentb for them?

If you do not consider these persons your responsibility, what in-
stitutions in your area accept them?

g) Do you identify students with health or emotional problems and make
suitable adjustments for them?

If you do not consider these persons your responsibility, what in-
stitutions in your area accept them?

4. what are the curriculums that you offer?

a) Do these curriculums adjust for the characteristics of the students
admitted or is everyone eligible-to all curriculums with the selection
of the curriculum dependent on the likes and dislikes of the appli-
cants?

b) Do all programs assume the same capacity for work? Le, do the pro-
grams assume a lock-step with the slow student working very hard and
the fast student coasting easily?

c) Do you have any special treatment for the student with a generally
satisfactory, but irregular record in high school, i.e. a student
with very good records in some subjects but poor records in others?



If you do have a treatment for these people, does it consist of
pushing the areas of strength or of weakness?

Is your goal a balanced individual or an extreme specialist?

What are the characteristics you seek in selecting your faculty?

a) Do you take any steps to make sure that they have teaching ability?

Teaching know-how?

What kind of prior training do you demand?

c) What level of ability do you seek?

HiKh I.Q.

Medium I. Q.

Do you seek a stable faculty or (10 you welcome considerable turnover?

e) What promotional or career possibilities do you offer?

f) Do you have periodic reviews of success on the job?

Are these merely informal subjective reviews by supervisors or do
they have elements of objectivity?

What part does your guidance unit play in these?

Wh%ft is your pay scale for teaching personnel? (Answer optional)

Can you secure the kind of teaching staff you want?

a) What proportion of your staff meets your standards?

b) What proportion of the staff members hired in the last year meets
your requirements?
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What are the most critical shortcomings in the staff members you have
recruited in the last year?

Do you consider that your difficulties are due to inadequate money
for salaries?

IL shortage of the types of persons you want?

How is your institution organized?

a) Do you have a person in charge of each curriculum?

What systematic records does he receive that tell him how successful
his curriculum is? ri

Are instructors assigned to a specific curriculum or does an in-
structor work in several curriculums?

c) Do the instructors report to a department heed for the subject or to

a curriculum head?

If the instructors report to department heads, how does
the department head measure the success of the instructor?

Does he get reports back indicating the success of the in-
structor in terms of the purposes of the various curriculums?

If the instructors report to department heads, how do
persons in charge of curriculum control the teaching in
their curriculums?

In other words, is there a satisfactory channel for both
authority and responsibility in achieving quality in
curriculums?

Do you have student advisors?

1. To whom do they report?

To the curriculum head?

To :the subjeCt department head?

To a guidance suprvisdr?



Are they full-time advisors or does each teacher carry an
advisory load?

3. How are their reports and finAings transferred to curriculum
heads,

Subject department heads?

To the president in a cumulative report?

4, How are the advisors assisted by cumulative reports of progress?

Do you :lave individual longitudinal records for the students?

e) How do you cumulate the student record material for routine reports
to the president,

To curriculum heads?

To subjedt department heads?

To guidance personnel?

3. How do you measure the progress of students in your institution?

a) Do teachers assign grades A,B,C,D,E,F or percentages or is there
some other system?

b) What level of achievement dO you require for course credit?

Does course: credit insure adequate preparations where one course
is a prerequisite of another?

c) How do you make sure that students barely passing a prerequisite
are not automatically going to fail subsequent courses? i.e.
that their cumulative deficiencies will not swamp them?

Do you require a point average over and above passing each course?



What objective methods do you use to check teacher grades?

e) Do you know how your grades compare with grades in other similar
institutions?

f) Do you have any kind of gsajudigmajal examinations that periodi-
cally check the quality of work done?

Do you consider the grades given to students as two-edged swords, a measure
f the success or failure of the student and a measure of success and failure
f the teacher and the iastttlitlQn?

a) Do you prepare summary reports of number failing courses?

Are these consistent or are failures very high in certain courses
or with certain instructors?

b) Do you have a percentage of failure level at which you institute
corrective action?

c) Do you cumulate reports on students considered capable of earning
a bachelors degree to see what proportion successfully transfer
into a degree program?

If so, what are the proportions?

0. How do you rate students completing your prograas? Can you recommend
hem for specific kinds of jobs? i.e. has your program traillei them well
nough for suitable jobs that you can recommend them and !I:7e -our rocom-
endations accepted by the employers?

an you place all your students that you recommend?

a) How do you determine whether a per:on has earned a ::ecommendation?

b) To what proportion of your graduate3 can you give a recommendation
that will get them a job?

c) Will higher educational institutions accept your credits without
question?

Does this vary by cou'se? By grade given?



1. Do you have a follow-up program to determine the success of your
raauates on the job?

Can yo* outline the program for us?

a) Does the program indicate the kinds of weaknesses the graduate show,
if any?

b) What percentage of those completing your program are successful on
the job?

c) What percentage of those completing your program use their training
on the job in their first two years of work?

d) What percentage of those completing their training have achieved
the level of work expected when they entered?

e) What percentage of those completing two years of college work go on
and get a bachelor's degree?

12. How do you relate your follow-up studies to your admission policies and
your success as an institution?

13. Have you identified the admission characteristics of persons likely to
succeed on partiou r jobs?

a) Do the characteristics vary sharply from job to job except in general
level of ability required. i.e. are some jobs dependent on personality
or particular abilities?

14.
ff

Do you train primarily for jobs available in your locality or do you
oer training that can only be used by migrating from the area?

15. What proportion of your graduates fail to get suitable jobs within six
months of graduation?

16. Have we omitted anything that we shoqld have asked concerning your
program of achieving and maintaining quality?
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7. Are there any services that you need in this area on a consulting basis
hat are not now available to you

a0 Would you like help in designing methods of insuring the
quality of your institution?

b) Do you feel that your institution could properly spend more on
insuring quality?
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What is= the purpose of the curriculum for which you are responsible?

2. How do you define the persons for whcm your curriculum is designed?

a) Do you have a set of minimum qualifications?

What are they?

b) Do you have a set of maximum qualifications beyond rhich you
recommend a higher purpose and a different curriculum?

What are they?

c) Do the qualificatiOns involve characteristics other than the ability
to master the subjects offered?

3. How does the selection planning process really work?

a) What percentage of those entering your curriculum complete it?

b) What percentage of those completing your curriculum find jobs that
are suitable for their training?

What percentage of those completing your curriculum go on to higher
training, i.e. working toward a bachelor's degree?

Is your curriculum as good as any other they ttlght have taken in
preparation for their adyanced wove

4. How are the characteristics if the selected students recognizes in the
curriculum of the institution?

a) Are there various levels or paths within a given curriculum for
various levels of e.biltty?

Can you provide opportunity for development to those incapable of
handling all parts of the ideal curriculum?
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c) Where the student has special difficulties to overcome, do you have

special plans that will meet hf.s needs?

Can you cite some of these special plans?

How do you handle the student with a satisfactory past history who

is uttwilling.to do the work expectA of him?

What percentage of the students fall in this group?

What percentage of those failing in this group can you helP?

What percentage of the entrance grlup ultimately fail to complete

your curriculum for this type of r3ason?

What percentage of the entrance group fail to find a suitable

place, in industry for this reason?

How is your institution organized?

a) What other duties do you have besides designing the curriculum?

b) To whom do you report?

c) What systematic records do you have for establishing the success

or failures of your curriculum?

Do you have any control over the instructors who are implementing

your curriculum?

Do you feel that the instructors slould teach a given subject in a

different way in your curriculum than in other curriculums that

the same instructor may be teaching in?

If so, can the same instructor adjust to the varying needs of the

curriculums or do you need to have special instructors for each

curriculum?

e) How do you measure the success of the instructor?

Do you feel that your method of measurement makes it certain that

a poor instructor will be eliminated?
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How many instructors- have you found deficient in the past two years?

What are the specific deficiencies you found in these cases?

f) What is your relationship to advisors to students?

Do they report frequently to you on the progress of the students in
your curriculum?

g) How do you measure the progress of the student in your curriculum?

Do you use teacher grades?

Do you have in-service training on how to grade?

Do the grades eeflect achievement of prerequisites or are they
on the probability curve?

Do you have any actual work tests to establish progress in yomr
curriculum?

Do you observe the work habits of your students to determine if they
are likely to perform well in the real job situation after completion
of the curriculum?

If you find poor work habits how do you correct them?

6. How do you determine the types of personnel you want to implement your
?urriculum?

a) What do you expect of some typical subject specialists in your
curriculum?

English

Mathematics

General Science

Social Studies

Technical laboratory

Drafting

Others
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b) Do you have a technique to ascertain if the instructors know how
to teach?

c) What kind of ability do you seek?

High 1. Q.

What kind of prior training do you desire?

What kind do you get?

Medium I. Q.

e) Do
io
you feel that there is a good career opportunity in your institu-

tn for instructors?

If not, do you help your capable people to get other jobs?

Do you have periodic reviews of the succoss of personnel reporting to yc

Are these informal subjective reviews or are they formal rating
devices with some elements of objectivity?

g) Do you feel that the pay scale is adequate to secure the people you
need?

Can you secure the kind of teaching staff you want?

a) What proportion of those teaching in your curriculum meet your
standards?

What are the principle shortcomings?

What are the principle shortcomings of those hired in the last year?

b) Do you consider that your difficulties are due to inadequate pay or
a shortage of the types of persons you want?

How do you measure the progress of students in your curriculum?

a) Do teachers assign grades A,B,C,D,E,F, or percentages?

Or is there some other system?

If there is another system, please explain:



b) Whet level of achievement do you require for course credit?

Does course credit insure acequate preparation where one course is
a prerequisite for another?

Do all those completing a prerequisite find the next course reasonable?

Do you allow a person to barely pass successifte courses or do you
require point averages?

What objective methods do you use to check teacher grades?

Do you have periodic job tests or achievement tests?

e) Do you know how your grades compare with grades in other similar
institutions?

9. Do you consider the grades given to students as two-edged swords, a
neasure of the success or failure of the student and a measure of success
and failure of the teacher and the inst(ituilm?

a) Do you prepare summary reports of number failing courses?

Are these consistent or are failures very high in certain courses
or with certain instructors?

b) Do you have a percentage of failure level at which you institute
corrective action?

Do you cumulate these teacher grades and other measures of quality
by type of student as determined by admission evaluations?

Axe. your failure rates very high in any particular categories such
as persons with inadequate preparation or emotionally disturbed?

Can you cite examples?

d) Do you cumulate reports on students considered capable of earning a
bachelor's degree to see what proportion successfully transfer into
a degree program?

If so, what is the proportion?



O. How do you rate students completing your program? Can you recommend them
or specific kinds of jobs? i.e. has your program trained them well enough
!'or suitable jobs that you can recommend them and have your recommendations
accepted by the employers? Can you place all your students that you recommend?

a) How do you determine whether a person has earned a recommendation?

) To what proportion of your graduates can you give a recommendation
that will get them a job?

c) Will higher educational institutions accept your credits without
question?

1. Does this vary by course?

2. By grade given?

1. Do you have a follow-up program to determine the success of the graduates
d your curriculum after they are on'the job? Can you outline the program?

.2. How do you relate your follow-up studies to your admission policies and
'our success as an institution?

.3. Have you identified the admission characteristics of persons likely to
succeed on particular jobs?

a) Do the characteristics vary sharply from job to job, except in general
level of ability required? i.e. are some jobs dependent on personality
or particular skills?

b) boos your experience in terms of characteristics required agree or
disagree with the information commonly given in the literature and
accepted by your counselors?

.4* Do you train primarily for jobs available in your locality or do you
iffer training that can only be used by migrating from the area?

,5. What proportion of your graduates fail to get suitable jobs within six
onths after graduation?

1. What percentage of graduates fail to make effective occupational
use of their training?

2. What proportion use their training primarily in marriage and
homemaking?
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How o you design a curriculum?

Can you outline the process for us?

Are there any services that you need on a consulting basis in this area
quality development and maintenance that are not now available to you?

a) Would you like help in designtng methods of insuring the quillity
of your institution?

b) Do you feel that your institution could properly spend more on
insuring quality?
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1. Do you have a written statement defining your responsibility that we could
use in interpreting your records? Could we have a copy?

a) Does your responsibility require that you identify the important
characteristics of every person applying?

b) If it does not, how do you define the ones that you can omit from
your responsibility?

c) Does your responsibility include defining the suitability of each
person for the curriculum he selects?

d) Do you have data from your experience showing how accurate you have
been, in the past, in your estimates of suitability of each person
to the curriculum of his choice?

If you have such data can we see some of it?

What are the drop-out rates?

What data do you normally obtain before admitting a student?

If your institution admits everyone, do you interpret this as making it
unnecessary for you to get much data on the entrant?

!, What data do you accumulate in the individual pupil record?

Ability and aptitude tests?

High school record?

Personality Tests?

Health record?



g) How do you measurl, and record the student's progress?

Courses taken?

Grades received?

Objective tests?

Antitude tests?

Job success?

h) If you use teacher grades how do you insure their consistency from
ceacher to teacher, course to course, send curriculum to curriculum?

i) Do you make an effort to identify poor test takers, i, e, the person
hat one cannot measure, in terms of institutional purposes, by a test?

j) How do you measure personality, motivation and other non-academic
ualification?

k) Do you identify students who have had limited opportunities for develc':;-
ent and make suitable adjustments for them?

If you do not consider these persons your responsibility, *hat institutions
your area accept them?

1) Do you identify students with health or emotional problems and make
.stable adjustments for them?

If you do not consider these persons your responsibility, what institutions
n your area accept them?

How do you translate your actual experience into improved classifications
f students?

a) Arc there some classifications whose members practically always fail
certain curriculums?

b) Are there :some types of individuals who almost universally fail in
our institution when admitted?

What are their characteristics?
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c) In allocating individuals to curriculums, do you consider the amount
of variability the instructor can handle as veil. as the ability of the
prospective student to perform the work?

Can all students admitted voes at the same speed?

If not, how do you adjust for these varying capacities of the individual?

d) Are there definable groups that you are almost sure will succeed?

Waat-percentage of the most likely to succeed fail in your institution?

c) Do many individuals succeed in your institution but fail on the job?

What kind of reports do you have on this?

) What are the most common reasons for failure in your insitution?

How many of these could be overccme by changes in the program?

Changes in the teacher attitudes?

Changes in the general climate of the group, i.e. modification in inter-
student relationship?

g) Is the prospect of failure so high for some persons in some curriculums
that it is a waste of their time and the institutions resources to admit them?

h) How do you direct the student into the right curriculum for him?

Is your direction merely a recommendation with the final decision in the
Iril("s of the student?

i) What procedure do you have to make sure that each student actually
-Iorks at a level that is suitable for his ability?

If a student enters a terminal program but has the capacity for a bachelor
degree, how do you inform him of his opportunities?

How do you adjust his work so that he can strive for the higher goal?



j) Do you have any special treatment for the student
atisfactory but irregular record in high school, i.e. a
cod grades in some subjects but poor records in others?

loo

with a generally
student with very

If you do have a treatment for these people, does it consist of pushing
1.1-% areas of strength or of weakness?,

Is your goal a balanced individual or an extreme specialist?

How do you transfer the information you have to various persons needing it

he chief administrator?

rhe director of each curriculum?

Che Department heads?

rhe individual instructors?

a) Do you prepare reports showing results by kind of pupil? i.e. those
meting optimum requirements, those with Aeficienctes, etc,

b) Do you make oral reports to various persons?

Can you cite the persons to whom you report and the frequency of
such reports?

c) Are you given clerical assistance to prepare reports?

d) What proportion of the expenditure of your institution goes into
guidance?

the guidance as much to the institution as to the pupil?

e) Do you feel that the expend tture on guidance is in proper balance to
the other activities of the institution?

f) Do you have a cumulative record on each pupil, summarizing his high
school record and all the important items in the college record?

Is this in a form that is easy for the student advisor to interpret?

Is it graphic?
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How is guidance related administratively to the rest of the institution?

a) To whom does the guidance director report?

b) Is all guidance and counseling handled by a guidance staff?

If guidance and counseling is handled by other than guidance staff, who
actually does the guidance and counseling?

To whom do these other persons report?

How does the guidance director get systematic reports from them?

c) What responsibility does the guidance director have to those responsible
for planning curriculum?

d) What responsibility does the guidance director have for identifying
teachers who are failing to achieve suitable results with the students?

To whom does he transfer this information?

e) What responsibility does the guiaance director have for placement
of graduates?

f) What responsibil!ty does the guidance director have for interviewing
applicants for admission?

Are all applicants interviewed?

If so, by whom?

g) What responsibility does the guidance director have for the interviewin
of students who are failing or not working up to their capacity?

If this is not the responsibility of the guidance directors who has this

responsibility?
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To what extent is guidance responsible for measuring the success of the

stitution?

a) Does guidance have an established expectation of the proportion of
Students that will succeed in each curriculum?

) Does this percentage vary much from one year to another?

c) Does this perkmntage vary from one institution to another?

5. How does guidance make sure that course standards are satisfactory?

a) Caanall students passing a course perform adequately in courses for

dhich it is a prerequisite?

b) Has guidance a procedure for identifying a student who has just barely
been passing in a succession of courses and is cumulatively falling below the !

ninimum knowledge for successful work?

c) Do you prepare summary reports of number failing by courses?

Are these consistent or are failures very high in certain courses or with

certain instructors?

d) Do you have a percentage of failure level at which you institute
corrective action?

e) Do you have a level of inconsistency between teacher grades and other

objective tests that will trigger corrective action?

How does this operate?

f) Do you cumulate teacher grades and other measures of quality by type

of student as Determined by admission evaluations?

Are your failure rates very high in any particular categories?

Can you cite examples?
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g) Do you cumulate reports on students cOnsidered capable of earning a
chelor's degree to see what prOpOrtion successfully transfer into a'degree

program?

If so, what are the proportions?

How do you rate students completing your programs?

Can you recommend them for specific kinds of jobs?

Has your program trained them well enough for suitable jobs that you can
recommend them and have your recommendations accepted by the employers?

Can you place all your students that you can recommend?

a) How do you determine whEther a person has earned a recommendation?

b) To what proportion of your graduates can you give a recommendation
that will get them a job?

To what proportion of your drop -outs can you give a recommendation
that will get thovi a suitable job?

c) Will higher educational institutions accept your credits without
question?

1. Does this vary by course?

By grade given?

8. Do you have a follow-up program to determine the success of your graduates
on the ;;ob?

Can you outline the program for us?

9. How do you relate your follow-up studies to your admission policies and
your success ens an institution?

10. Have y'u identified the admission characteristics of persons likely to
succeed on particular jobs?
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1. Do you train primarily for jobs available in your locality or do you offer
raining that can only be used by migrating from the area

2. What proportion of your graduates fall to get suitable jobs within six
onths of graduation?

a) What percentage of graduates fail to make effective occupational use
)f their training?

b) What proportion use their training primarily in marriage and homemaking?

c) What proportion of your CroD-outs fail to get suitable jobs within
;ix months of dropping out?

Have we omitted anything ttat ye should have asked concerning your
)!?olmlin of achieving and maintatniro; qualtt

)4. Are there any ser7ices that you nsed, in this area, on a consulting basis
Jlat are not now available to you?

a) Would you like help in designing methods of insuring the quality of
pour institution?

b) Do you feel that your institution could prope:Ay spend more on
nsuring quality?


